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alive as heretics for this belief. And although modern Idealists have
differed in matters of outward form, they are all agreed, as to the main
idea. Even Agnostics like Herbert Spencer may be named m this
connection.
So that one may fairly say that Pantheism argues a higher order
of intelligence, which cannot be lightly shoved aside, to make room
for the popular idea of an anthropomorphic or an extra-mundane
God, creating the universe from notlmig and, governing as a Big King
sitting on his throne, high. in a region inaccessible to man.
And what has been thus believed from the most ancient times has
only now begun to be confirmed by European Science as scientifi-
cally true also.
"From the time of the Vedic writers" (says the anonymous1 author
of the History of Pantheism) " up to that of our most modern philoso-
phers, there had been a growing belief in God as the One Universal
Existence, whose outward manifestation. displays itself through all
phenomena and .... what philosophy had,, for tlionsancis of years,
persistently asserted, Science [is] at last begiiming to verify ....
Pantheism seems the necessary outcome of these discoveries [of modern
science]."2
There is no religion (< from Indian Brahmimsm to English. Protes-
tantism," nor philosophy "from Thales to Hegel," "which, might
not be called Pantheistic.3 And it is difficult to understand why Chris-
tian writers should be so much in. dread of Panth-eism. Does not
the teaching of Jesus himself " I in thee and thou in Me that both
may be made one ?? amount to Pantheism ?
Again, is not Pantheism implied m the somewhat elevated passages
even in the Old Testament ? Take, for instance, " Whither shall
I go from Thy Spirit, or whither shall I flee from Thy presence ? If
I ascend up into heaven, Thou. art there ; if I make my bed in. hell,
Thou art there also. If I take the wings of the morning, and remain
in, the uttermost parts of the sea, even there also shall Thy hand lead
nxe, and Thy right hand shall hold me."4
1 Mr. Clifford Harrison. thinks that a r^ y.i t-t „ 09 k
Mr. 0. E. Plumptre is the author of that   lbm' voi> u5 p1 325*
worfc. See "Notes  on the Margins,"    cy. Hunt
P- n6 IL                                4 Psalms, OXXXIX, 7-10.

